FT Options is the premier portfolio management platform that delivers an edge to buy and sell side investment teams as you identify and act on profit opportunities.

Featuring robust functionality out of the box, FT is made exponentially more powerful for you via our simple, customizable design and flexible deployment scenarios.

**Focus on the information most critical** to your specific trading or risk management style and **match the unique way you work**, across the entire workflow stream.

**Risk Analysis**
RiskEdge helps you generate alpha with unparalleled real-time tools.

**Volatility Analysis & Idea Generation**
VolEdge helps you create alpha with exceptional tools that scan volatility markets.

**Visualization**
Novel and intuitive tools including Mosaic find alpha through graphical representation of complex data.

**API**
Real-time analytics available via live Excel plugin (RTD), REST, SQL, and virtually any streaming library. Analytics are stored historically and are also available programmatically.

**Platform Features:**
- Highly differentiated risk and volatility metrics
- Powerful ranking, scanning and filtering capabilities
- Clearing firm and prime broker agnostic
- Open and extensible data model
- Full API access
- Integration with any execution platform
- Extreme flexibility with deployment
- 24/7 support from our team of industry veterans
- Fully hosted deployments available
Risk Analysis

Manage Portfolio and Single Stock Risk. Your Way.

RiskEdge helps you generate alpha with unparalleled, flexible, intuitive real-time tools for risk management.

- Analyze and manage risk from a firm-wide view down to an individual contract
- Monitor, scan, visualize, analyze and archive real time portfolio and single stock risk
- Multi-dimensional aggregation
- Full access to historical risk information for business intelligence and reporting

Volatility Analysis & Idea Generation


VolEdge helps you generate alpha with exceptional tools that identify profit opportunities and generate trade ideas.

- Use live and historical volatility and catalyst data to establish custom volatility surfaces
- Analyze both trades in the market and live volatility markets to find profit opportunities and liquidity
- Ranking and correlation tools
- Earnings/Event volatility modeling

Visualization

Visualize Complex Data. Your Way.

Mosaic graphically represents what is happening in the options market. Unlike traditional option chains, Mosaic allows you to avoid sifting through hundreds or even thousands of strikes so you can quickly see what is happening.

VolEdge Charting is a highly interactive visualization tool with access to dozens of pre-calculated and custom time-series metrics to evaluate relationships, including between multiple underlyers.

Volatility Surface Editor helps view and edit user-specific volatility surfaces to scan against tradable markets or actual trading activity.

Get a free trial | Request a Demo | Contact Us
www.ftopotions.com sales@ftoptions.com

The information provided is for general education and information purposes only. No statement provided should be construed as a recommendation to buy or sell a security, future, financial instrument, investment fund, or other investment product (collectively, a “financial product”), or to provide investment advice.